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We found 14 characters in Khangxi-Dictionary that need to have a horizontal 

extension or to be disunified. 

 

1. Characters’ Information 
Glyph IDS RS FS Source Reference 

𠧤 ⿺㇉卥 25.7 2 GKX-0081.14 

𥏼 ⿲矢⿱口白弓 111.11 2 GKX-0497.16 

𣕑 ⿲木⿱龴土木 75.9 5 GKX-0539.24 

𣞤 ⿳亠⿻大⿰凵凵林 75.15 4 GKX-0673.27 

𤨜 ⿰王⿳从日亾 96.11 3 GKX-0733.02 

𥺠 ⿱𦭝冞 119.11 1 GKX-0805.05 

𦼯 ⿺辶⿱艹㒸 162.13 1 GKX-0860.20 

𦼽 ⿱艹𢾁 140.13 5 GKX-1020.20 

𧁇 ⿱⿳屮⿲䶹䶹䶹一⿰艸又 140.15 5 GKX-1023.15 

𧑦 ⿰虫⿱佳夬 142.12 3 GKX-1098.28 

𧞜 ⿳⿴𦥑吉土𧘇 145.16 3 GKX-1123.34 

𧭦 ⿰言⿳⿱⺈𦉪目支 149.15 3 GKX-1185.34 

鼦 ⿺䑕召 208.5 5 GKX-1200.28 

𭭛 ⿰止攴 66.4 2 GKX-1268.25 
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2.Characters’ Evidences in Khangxi-Dictionary 

     
 

     
 



     
 

     
 



   
 

3.Proposal to add the characters to U-source 

Except for 𧑦(GKX-1098.28) which already has a U-source reference (i.e. UK-

02927), the other 13 characters are not in U-source now. We propose to add them 

into U-source. According to the USourceGlyphs-15.0.0d1.pdf, these characters will be 

UTC-03248 to UTC-03260 if they are accepted by UTC. 

 

4.Codepoints for Horizontal Extension and Comments 
  We will not give any advices if a character should have a horizontal extension or 

encode separately, but we will give the differences and the comments about the 

characters. See below. 

Glyph Codepoint for HE Difference Comment 

𠧤 U+209E4 𠧤 卥 and 卤 cognate, but not in UCV 

𥏼 U+253FC 𥏼 弓 and 亏 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𣕑 U+23551 𣕑 龴 and ユ(G,H) or コ(T) cognate, but not in UCV 

𣞤 U+237A4 𣞤 ⿱亠人 and 大 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𤨜 
U+24A1C 𤨜 

(or U+30894 𰢔) 

⿱日亾 and ⿺𠃊⿱日八 

从 and 𥫗 

combination of U+24A1C 

and U+30894 

𥺠 U+25EA0 𥺠 𦭝 and ⿻艹口 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𦼯 U+26F2F 𦼯 ⿺A⿱BC and ⿱B⿺AC 
U+8598 薘 and U+30ED7 

𰻗 disunified 



𦼽 U+26F3D 𦼽 攴 and 支 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𧁇 U+27047 𧁇 䶹 and 𠂈 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𧑦 U+27466 𧑦 佳 and 隹 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𧞜 U+2779C 𧞜 衣 and ⿱土𧘇 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𧭦 U+27B66 𧭦 支 and 攴 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

鼦 U+9F26 鼦 䑕 and 鼠 
cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

𭭛 
U+2DB5B 𭭛 

(or U+6B67 歧) 

攴 and 〾攴 

攴 and 支 

(for U+6B67) 

cognate, but not in UCV 

different components 

If a character will be encoded separately, we suggest UTC consider submitting it to 

UNC if possible. Or the characters which need to be encoded separately need to be 

submitted to WS202X after several years. 

The reason why to submit to UNC is that, after dealing with these 14 characters, 

all the zitous(字頭, character entry, or head character) in Khangxi-Dictionary(同文書

局原版) will be included in Unicode if nothing else. We are considering to submit 

all the zitous as IVDs after our sorting. 

 

  The font of the 14 characters is attached in the PDF file. 
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